Model CH
Channelaire Extruded Alum. Slot Type Diffuser
With End Cap For 15/16" T-bar Mounting

**Notes:**
1. Maximum ordered size for one piece construction is 72" (1829).
2. Available in all frame styles and slot widths.
3. Ordered size of Channelaire is 1" (25) shorter than ceiling grid centers.
   *(Example: For T-bars on 48" (1219) centers, order 47" (1194) long diffuser).*

**T-BAR RAIL (By Others)**

**CHANNELAIRE**

1-3/8" (35) 1-7/16" (375)

**ORDERED SIZE**

**CROSS SECTION MOUNTING DETAILS**

Imperial [IP] Dimensions
Metric (SI) in Parentheses